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PREFACE E 

Duringg the course of the year 2001, four events brought international attention to the 

Republicc of Cuba. First, was the appearance of President Fidel Castro at the United 

Nations'' First World Conference Against Racism in Durban, South Africa. In the 

midstt of diplomats and representatives from non-governmental organisations, Fidel 

Castroo was one of the few state leaders who bothered attending. He made a strong 

interventionn in support of the initiative to bring all nations together in the effort of 

recognisingg the need for a declaration against racism and all forms of discrimination 

rootedd in slavery and colonialism. At the same time, he identified the process of neo-

liberall  globalisation as the perpetuator of modern day poverty and inequality. Second, 

wass Russian President Vladimir Putin's announcement to the world that his country 

decidedd to retreat from the last international satellite observatory centres from Cahn 

Ranh,, Vietnam and Loudres, Cuba by January 2002. This unilateral decision ended a 

contractt that had generated USS 200 million per annum for Cuba. Additionally, ten 

yearss after Soviet military personnel left the island, Russia's final retreat put Cuba 

intoo further isolation and in jeopardy of US spying activities. Third, on 11 September 

2001,, when two hijacked planes crashed into the World Trade Centre and one into the 

Pentagon,, Cuba offered humanitarian aid and medical expertise to the victims of New 

York.. Despite this kind gesture, President George Bush, in his launching a "new war 

againstt terrorism", placed Cuba on the list of states that possibly harbour terrorists. 

Last,, in October 2001, Hurricane Michelle passed through Havana with floods that 

resultedd in the damage to major crops and the wreckage of many homes. After the 

tropicall  storms had passed, the US offered humanitarian aid to their enemy state on 

thee condition that none of the aid would be used or dispersed by the Cuban 

government.. The Cuban Parliament responded to the US Congress, stating that the 

countryy did not need the aid or medical assistance. Instead, Cuba demanded the right 

too purchase medicines and food products that are sold by US monopolies and an end 

too the forty-two year old economic embargo. On Friday, 14 November 2001, a ship 

containingg US $30 million in corn and frozen chicken left Louisiana for the ports of 

Havana,, Cuba for purchase This was the first direct shipment of US merchandise to 

thee island in over forty years. 
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Thee Cuban government's responses to all four of these international events reveal 

somee of its most essential characteristics, its opposition to neo-liberal globalisation 

andd therefore its steadfast belief in alternatives, national independence and a sense of 

dignityy in the face of isolation. It is often the case that the Cuban government stands 

alonee in opposition to current global structures and uncontested financial, political and 

economicc policies. 

Thiss study examines Cuba's unique position in the current global political economy, 

thee alternatives that this socialist state stands for against the backdrop of capitalism 

andd the possibilities and limitations of state resistance to neo-liberal globalisation. It is 

essentiallyy the product of my critical academic preparation in International Relations 

duringg the first years of the post-Cold War era, when the world appeared to be moving 

intoo a singular neo-liberal trajectory. My encounters with scholars in the field of 

internationall  political economy, both in Europe and Cuba as well as back home in 

Puertoo Rico, heightened my curiosity in exceptions and counter-norm tendencies at 

thee nation-state level. Those who inspired me the most, to investigate the case of Cuba 

duringg the process of political and economic restructuring in the 1990s, were the 

friendss I met on the island while conducting research for my graduate study. Mostly 

workerss and artists, but also students and scholars of the social sciences, their post-

Coldd War experience shaped my thinking about the search for alternative strategies in 

resistancee to global changes. While although these companeros were busy surviving 

thee hardships that the so-called Special Period (1991-1998) brought onto their daily 

lives,, they somehow found the time to share with me their Weltanschauung. 

Theree are a number of note-worthy men and woman, to whom I am greatly indebted 

becausee of their presence throughout my research and writing experience. First and 

foremost,, the long-bearded Chilean friend and teacher at the University of 

Amsterdam,, who encouraged me to pursue an academic career in the political sciences 

andd Latin American studies, Dr. Alex Fernandez Jilberto. If I have achieved the status 

off  being considered a Cuba expert or cubanologo, it would be through him that I 

deservee such a title. Since 1995, he has guided me through the halls, libraries and 

bureaucracyy of Dutch academia, his invaluable encouragement and kind treatment got 
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mee through the roughest of times. The quality of the writing was greatly improved by 

challengingg comments on draft chapters, by my promoter Prof. Dr. Gerd Junne of the 

Facultyy of Political, Social and Cultural Sciences and Dr. Jean Carrière (may he rest in 

peace)) of the Centre of Documentation and Studies on Latin America, both at the 

Universityy of Amsterdam. Additionally, I thank Nicole Campbell who assisted in 

preparingg this text for publication and Nathalie Korsman for her expertise in layout. 

Researchh for this book was conducted between 1996 and 2000, during which I made 

sixx trips to Cuba. I am thankful for the support of my good friend Turid Bazuin, with 

whomm I shared my initial experience on the island while gathering information for 

bothh our graduate theses. In 1996,1 also had the honour of meeting my most important 

contacts:: Hulda Borrero of the PCC, Pedro Monreal and Julio Carranzas of the Centre 

forr Studies on the Americas (CEA) in Havana, Evelyn Pena Rodriguez of the Faculty 

off  Sociology and Ana Ibis Hernandez, both from the University of Oriente, Santiago 

dee Cuba. 

Inn Amsterdam, I was privileged to have the confidence and friendship of other 

scholarss and critical thinkers who share my passion for Cuba and Latin America: Dr. 

Constanzaa van der Maessen, Margriet Poppema of the Institute for Development 

Researchh of Amsterdam and her husband Peter Gelauff, Dr. Marianne Marchand, 

Davidd Gelauff, Daniel Gómez, Marieke Riethof, Inés Trigo de Souza, Giusseppe 

Solfrinii  and Iraini Ramos. 

Discussionn and interviews with Cuban diplomats, union representatives, Cuba 

solidarityy workers in the Netherlands and Communist Party representatives were an 

importantt source for deepening my knowledge of Cuba: her Excellency, Ambassador 

Extraordinairee Sonia Diaz, Nico Varkenvisser of Stichting Cuba Si, Stichting Cuba 

Libroo and the 179 self-employed/informal workers interviewed. 

II  am deeply grateful for the support, patience and love that my family -both Puerto 

Ricann and Dutch- has demonstrated to me throughout the years; especially my parents 

Dr.. Juan Antonio Carmona Quinonez and Luisa Baez Nieves, my sisters Jessica and 

Jennica,, my grandmother Gloria Quinonez (who always dreamed of visiting Cuba but 
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cann not, due to the US embargo), Anton and Poel van de Ven-Cillekens, who together 

withh Jochem Cillekens accepted me into their home as their own son and brother. 

Mostt of all, I am thankful for the support I received throughout the last year of 

finishingg this book, from my partner Femke B. Bakker who, because of her like-

mindednesss in International Relations and yearning for social justice, has been a real 

presencee and spiritual inspiration in finishing this book. 

Geoffreyy Antonio Carmona Baez 

Amsterdam,, June 2002 
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